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Purpose

The purpose of this is to either monthly or 

quarterly to create a workbook with which you 

can have information available for planning and 

inventory analysis.  

You may have a tableau report or other tool 

created already, but I would still recommend 

you run through this exercise at least once to 

understand where a lot of our data resides.



Steps to build the workbook

Step 1 Forward looking forecast

We start by identifying parts you are interested in.  In the following example we 
will work purchased parts with forecasted demand.  Here we will use tcode
Z_MRP_LIST.

Step 2: Backwards looking consumption

Run tcode MC.9 for the prior 12 months.  This tells about inventory behaviors 
such as stock levels, turns by part number, consumption, usage frequency, etc.

Step 3:  Materials master data

Run MARC and/or MMUSERS.  Here will get information on price, lot size, 
buffers, etc.

Step 4:  Run MRP Monitor for segmentation.  Key segments can vary, but we 
will always use ABC (financial valuation), XYZ (part variation) and HIJ 
(frequency of picks or usage).



Forward looking forecast 

(mrp_list)
MRP_LIST is an extract of MRP by site and MRP Area.  If I want to see 
what the external supply for an MRP Area, I populate Plant, MRP Area, 
MRP Elements LA, LE, BA, BE, procurement type “F” and date range 
and execute.  It takes a little while to run, but I have run complex plants 
for three-year windows in less than an hour.



Output

My list default layout includes 52 elements, but you can 
make the listing smaller by changing the layout and 
saving it as something else.  See highlighted icon.



Exporting MRP_LIST

If you run MRP_LIST and hit the first (excel) 
icon it will go into excel.  If you select the 
second icon it will give you text file options.



Text Extract

It looks like the first view when I run it and extract it.  The second view is how it 
looks when I clean it up.  To make analytics easier, I add year and month 
columns.

The columns in yellow are often the most interesting, also note even though I 
ran it by request, the MRP date is still available on the right side.



Using it for projecting monthly 

receipts
Adding cost to it allows you to use it for monthly inventory projections or allows 
you to  quickly quantity the values of exceptions messages, by putting it into a 
pivot table.

STOs for GOS plants are included and are part of the BE MRP element.

If you get “crooked” numbers in specific when you sum it up, look for things like 
blanket orders (qty=999,999) and other oddities.  To fin these numbers, I will 
take the quantities by month and convert them to $, then I will graph the dollars 
by month.  If you always bring in $10 million in components but see a month in 
the future where you are bringing in $110 million, you probably have a crooked 
number.

You may some formatting work to do depending on how you export it.  And 
remember SAP does not always download parts numbers in the same format 
screen to screen so you often must fix that.



Inventory Analytics

• MC.9 is a standard method of doing inventory analysis in SAP.

• Information on number of times an item is used, the quantity used, 
and the type of consumption (planned or unplanned) can be built 
into standard extracts.

• Questions that the standard inventory screens can help answer 
include:

• What is my consumption history?

• This can help you determine how many days/weeks/months on hand 
you have.  It can help you determine you ABCXYZ based on usage.

• When did I last receive and item?  When did I last consume and 
item? 

• A last receipt or consumption long ago may indicate excess and 
potential obsolescence.

• What are my inventory turns?  Days of Coverage based on 
consumption?





Inventory Analytics

If this screen 

pops up, just hit 

the green 

check mark and 

move through 

it.





Inventory Analytics



Inventory Analytics

Now we have some information



Inventory Analytics



Inventory Analytics

The field selected was the number of total usage (number of 
time an item was used, not the number of pieces used).  If you 
recall when we ran this by MRP controller, we selected the date 
range 1/2016 t0 5/2017.  This now shows us all the total usages 
by month.  



Inventory Analytics

In the lower right-
hand corner is an 
export button so if 
you are doing an XYZ 
analysis, you can pull 
it into a spreadsheet 
for easier 
manipulation. 

Click the little 
sideways arrow and 
the “Save List” pops 
up, and then select 
the green check mark 
and a location to save 
it.



Inventory Analytics

• I am going to 
do the same 
thing for Total 
usage (which 
is the 
quantity used 
by month) 
and save that 
as well.

• Greencheck
mark

• Select 
directory

• Name/Save 
file



Inventory Analytics

I can also export the higher-level current state 
snapshot.  Note the export arrow is in the upper left 
corner for this one.



Inventory Analytics

You may choose 
different defaults, 
these are the ones I 
typically use.

Note, when running 
analysis, I typically 
specify a 12-month 
date range as well.

After saving, if you 
want to add more 
dimensions, go 
ahead.  As long as 
you don’t save it, the 
default should stay 
the same.



MC.9

• Valuated Stock Value is the value in 
the currency your plant uses, by part 
number.

• Valuated Stock is the quantity by part 
number.

• Annual Total Stock  Turn Value is the 
turns by part number for the year.

• Average Range of Coverage is the 
number of days of the FORECAST 
covered (does not include past due).

• Total Usage Value is the value of the 
materials consumed in plant currency.

• Total consumption is the consumption 
quantity.

• Number of times the stock went to 
zero is the number of times an SAP 
location went to zero units.

• Number of total usage is the number 
of times a part was used (regardless 
of the number of pieces used each 
time).



MC.9

To save the key dimensions you like, so when you 
come back to MC.9 view you want, go to “Settings” 
and select save settings.



MARC Table

The MARC table is one of the key tables for understanding the 
Materials Master.  Information includes:

• Lot sizes

• Minimum Order quantity

• Plan type 

• Buffer information (Safety stock, Safety Lead time, Coverage 
profiles)

• And a whole lot more….

The information is specific to plants and MRP Areas.

THE INFORMATION IS FROM YESTERDAY.  It is not live at this 
moment.



Accessing the MARC Table

• I have mine saved 

to favorites so I 

can just double 

click on it.



Running the Report

You can run it wide open for 
the whole plant or MRP 
Area, or you can just do a 
set of parts.

To do a set of parts:

(1)Enter the plant.

(2)Click on the drop down to 
open a new tile.

(3)Take your part list and 
click into the first space

(4)Then hit the clip board

(5)Then check the green 
arrow



MARC

That should bring you back here.  Now hit 

the green check mark with the clock in 

the left-hand corner.



MARC

Now we are here.

To export, select 
the export option 
and select 
spreadsheet.

Sometimes it 
exports quickly, 
other times it takes 
few minutes.



MARC

Now we are here.

It will want to go to your 
SAP GUI but I prefer to 
send it to me desktop.

Name it and I highly 
recommend assigning a 
date to help you know 
when you pulled it.

Remember this is 
yesterday’s snap-shot, 
not live this minute.



MARC

Two variations of this will pop up, select allow both times.   On 
some set ups, if you select remember my decision it will stop 
popping up.  It might also warn you the file is going to pop up in  
a different format and just approve/agree.



MARC

This is a big file.  One thing you could do with it is validate your lot sizing is 
standardized.

To do this I would add a filter and go over to column U and just look to see how 
many I had.  I would also do this on other filed.  Note the min, the max, 
rounding values, etc. are all grouped together in the table.



Understanding Lot Size

Go to the materials 
master for one part.

(1)Go to MRP 1 tab

(2)Click on the toggle 
next to lot size.  It 
will show up when 
you click in it.

(3)This should pop up.

Remember these 
values are in workdays 
so 5 days = 1 week.

POS=10 means ten 
days, or two weeks.



Finding Price - MMUSERS 

MMUSERS is a table 
with quite a bit of 
information in it, much of 
it from other tables such 
as MARC, MARA.

I use this to get 
standard cost.

After selecting the 
tcode, go populate the 
plant and execute.



MMUSERS

Once here select change 
layout from the layout icon.

Now from column selection 
select standard price and 
pricing unit and click the 
small sideways triangles to 
bring them over.

This is important because 
we do not always 
price/cost in pieces.  We 
often may buy 100 pieces 
at a time, and the price is 
for the 100 pieces, not one 
piece.



MMUSERS

We should be able to export this now and have the price and pricing 
units available for the workbook.  To get the piece price divide the 
standard price by the pricing unit.

NOTE:  this information, other than price, should have all the 
information from MARC, so you could just use this.  Typically, though 
price only changes once a year, so I run this once or twice a year, but 
the MARC every month.  This is not necessarily the best way to do it.



Putting the workbook together

Starting with the MRP list, I put the part numbers in the first column 
then will typically put demand in monthly buckets for 12 months out.

To do this I open the file, remove columns I do not need and then add 
month and year columns so I can work it into a pivot table.

Year Month Req Date MRP Element  Rec./reqd.qtyDate St / RelDate Material Material DescBunit Plnt MRP Area Name             PSc MRP date

2022 4 4/13/2022 BE 6 4/13/2022 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2022 11 11/11/2022 BA 2 11/11/2022 7/12/2022 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2023 1 1/11/2023 BA 1 1/11/2023 9/12/2022 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2023 2 2/15/2023 BA 2 2/15/2023 10/17/2022 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2023 4 4/13/2023 BA 1 4/13/2023 12/8/2022 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2023 5 5/16/2023 BA 2 5/16/2023 1/13/2023 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2023 7 7/11/2023 BA 1 7/11/2023 3/10/2023 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2023 8 8/15/2023 BA 1 8/15/2023 4/14/2023 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2023 10 10/11/2023 BA 1 10/11/2023 6/12/2023 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2023 9 9/13/2023 BA 1 9/13/2023 5/12/2023 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2023 11 11/13/2023 BA 2 11/13/2023 7/13/2023 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2024 1 1/10/2024 BA 1 1/10/2024 9/11/2023 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022

2024 2 2/14/2024 BA 2 2/14/2024 10/16/2023 36218 STUD,FLANGED 2735 PRO Electronics 1/1/2022



Putting the workbook together

Once the data is moved into a pivot, I can see the quantity 
required by part number for the next 12 months.  You can pivot it 
into different formats to see different buckets if you want to.  Do 
a copy past special to make it an excel work book and then go 
get more information.



Next import the segmentation, 

usage history, price, and buffers
• Using the MRP monitor I will bring in the ABCXYZ and ABCHIJ (Orange).

• Using the MMUSERS report I will bring in standard price (no color).

• MARC give us the lot size, and information on things like minimum order 
quantities, rounding values, and buffers (yellow).  This is also in MMUSERS.

• MC.9 gets us the historical usage information (blue).

Material ABCXYZ ABCHIJ Typ LS Safety Stock Min. Lot Sze Rounding val. Max. level Planning time 

fence

Prof. SafetyTime     Safety 

Stck

Piece 

Price

    

ValStockValue 

   

Valuated 

stock 

   Tot. usage 

val. 

     Total 

usage 

  

NoTotUsa

ge 

 AnTtStTn-

V 

12 month 

Total 

MRP

29103 CZ CJ PD Y3 0.000 141.000 0.000 0.000 0 25 0 24.01 840$               35 624$               26 7           0.45 88

29562 CZ CJ PD EX 0.000 152.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 22.36 -$                0 402$               18 7           2.22 93

32155 CY CJ PD YZ 0.000 0.000 165.000 0.000 0 0 0 3.2303 -$                0 194$               60 6           4.14 317

32764 CY CJ PD Y3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 20 0 9.88 692$               70 1,166$            118 33         2.69 136

32906 CZ CJ P1 YK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5 0 0 7.08 312$               44 262$               37 11         0.78 44

32945 CY CJ PD YK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 85.41 1,110$            13 3,331$            39 12         2.87 75

32946 CY CJ PD YK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 106.22 1,275$            12 4,143$            39 12         2.46 77

32950 CX CJ PD Y3 0.000 20.000 20.000 0.000 0 25 0 18.07 614$               34 2,385$            132 33         9.3 131

32960 CY CJ PD YZ 0.000 100.000 100.000 0.000 0 0 0 4.38 600$               137 517$               118 33         1.98 100

33787 BZ BJ PD YZ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 687.31 1,375$            2 10,996$          18 5           3.15 18

34329 BY BJ PD YK 0.000 85.000 0.000 0.000 0 15 0 44.24 3,318$            75 15,050$          353 47         3.38 85

34350 CY CI PD Y3 0.000 250.000 250.000 0.000 0 20 0 4.38 1,086$            248 1,428$            326 112        1.16 250

34480 BX BI PD Y3 0.000 0.000 10.000 0.000 0 25 0 10.95 2,310$            211 5,672$            518 114        3.76 610

34672 CZ CJ PD EX 0.000 23.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 150.65 1,055$            7 1,205$            8 3           0.65 23

34742 CZ CJ PD YZ 0.000 25.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 438 1,314$            3 876$               2 1           0.52 3

34824 CZ CJ PD YZ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 15 0 236.72 -$                0 517$               3 2           153.46 4

34927 CZ CJ PD Y3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 547.5 -$                0 68$                 1 1           6.41 6

35667 CZ CJ P1 YZ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5 0 0 16.7 33$                 2 33$                 2 1           1.6 4

36217 CZ CJ PD EX 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 465.38 -$                0 2,792$            6 2           5.13 10

36218 CY CJ PD Y3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 30 0 193.27 580$               3 3,439$            18 11         6.58 17

36219 CY CJ PD YK 0.000 2.000 2.000 0.000 0 15 0 254.07 9,147$            36 4,573$            18 18         0.67 32

36222 BY BJ PD YK 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0 15 0 216.1 4,322$            20 5,835$            27 10         2.98 37

36223 BY BJ PD YK 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0 15 0 216.1 4,970$            23 5,835$            27 10         2.19 33

36350 CY CJ PD YK 0.000 229.000 0.000 0.000 0 10 0 3.6026 1,174$            326 3,419$            949 36         2.19 1374

36474 CY CJ PD Y3 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 0 25 0 97.37 2,337$            24 4,284$            44 11         3.17 30

36647 CY CJ PD Y3 0.000 0.000 17.000 0.000 0 25 0 15.88 127$               8 889$               56 14         4.43 51

36657 BY BJ P1 Y3 0.000 8.000 4.000 0.000 5 25 0 96.85 -$                0 5,424$            56 14         9.97 48



Now What?

We will need to add more columns based on the detail we have, but we will 
need a nine block either way.

Things you might be interested in doing:

• Add a column dividing the 12 month Forecast against consumption history. 
Is forecast increasing or decreasing compared to consumption history? 

• How are your buffers set?

• What segment is holding all your money.  Why don’t we care about 
inventory $ in some segments, such as the CH segment?

• What are your turns?  Are high turns a good thing or a bad thing?

Calculated columns I like to add:

• 12 month forecast divided by 12-month consumption

• Average daily forecast

• Buffer units and value (this might take a couple of columns)



The Nine Block

Consider:

• % of part numbers in each segment

• Frequency of usage/# of times used by segment

• % of total usage value (consumption history)

What does each segment look like?

Row Labels

Count of 

Material 

Number

% of 

Parts #'s

Sum of  

NoTotUsa

ge

% of 

Times 

Used

Sum of   Tot. 

usage val.

% of 

Usage 

Value

AH 232 2% 268,293 22% $20,399,697 17%

AI 521 4% 58,039 5% $52,370,200 43%

AJ 661 6% 16,417 1% $31,877,027 26%

BH 189 2% 153,027 12% $1,472,550 1.2%

BI 325 3% 37,555 3% $2,617,550 2.1%

BJ 973 8% 17,556 1% $7,941,710 6.5%

CH 535 5% 438,206 36% $568,926 0.5%

CI 1,351 12% 146,315 12% $1,234,757 1.0%

CJ 6,865 59% 91,465 7% $4,571,427 3.7%

Grand Total 11,652 100% 1,226,873 100% $123,053,843 100%



Nine Block

What can I tell about my buffer cost?  Do I see a standard 
approach by segment?

And what is my MOQ doing to my inventory costs?

What are my turns by segment?

Row Labels

Count of 

Material 

Number

% of 

Parts #'s

Sum of  

NoTotUsa

ge

% of 

Times 

Used

% of 

Usage 

Value

Sum of 

Cost of 

Buffer

Buffer in 

Days of FC

Average 

of LS in 

Days

MOQ 

cost in 

days Turns

AH 232 2% 268,293 22% 17% $1,207,950 14 7 9 2.11

AI 521 4% 58,039 5% 43% $1,951,280 8 7 24 2.04

AJ 661 6% 16,417 1% 26% $1,548,856 9 7 36 1.72

BH 189 2% 153,027 12% 1.2% $268,718 37 10 46 1.23

BI 325 3% 37,555 3% 2.1% $215,911 14 13 67 1.28

BJ 973 8% 17,556 1% 6.5% $728,496 14 13 86 0.96

CH 535 5% 438,206 36% 0.5% $157,733 49 20 81 0.91

CI 1,351 12% 146,315 12% 1.0% $210,752 30 20 200 0.76

CJ 6,865 59% 91,465 7% 3.7% $696,148 24 19 365 0.35

Grand Total 11,652 100% 1,226,873 100% 100% $6,985,843 11 17 50 1.53



At a part number level

Comparing forecasted demand with historical consumption can give 
you insight into what part numbers are growing, or declining.

Can your supplier support the growth or decline?  Should other SAP 
parameters, such as safety stock, be reviewed?  

You could also use it for a supplier SIOP process.



Analyzing a segment: CX Parts

C items are low value materials that make up 5% to 
10% of your inventory value (depending on how you 
set it).  Typically, there are many materials that make 
up the low value 5% segment.

X Items are materials with low variation, and 
therefore more predictable, often due to steady 
usage. 

CX items are worth looking at for opportunities to:

• Avoid a low value stock out that prevents us from 
shipping high value products.

• Reduce transactional costs by ordering larger lot 
sizes.



CX Parts

Information that helps with analytics is available 

in a number of areas, with MC.9 being a 

primary source for good historical information 

on transactions and inventory levels.

Good dimensions to review for improvement:
• Inventory and Inventory Value.

• Number of total usage (how many times did an item get used/issued, regardless of the 

number of pieces in the usage).

• Average Range of Coverage in Days.

• Average Value of Stock Receipts (number of pieces in each receipt).

• Number of stock receipts (the number of times an item was received).

• Total Usage (Number of pieces used)



Common Buffers

Buffers can be any SAP Parameter that may cause you to hold more material 
than the MRP requires. The ones most commonly used at UTAS are listed 
below.

Lot Size

• If an item is low value and is being received two to three times a week, you 
may want to increase lot size or period of supply to reduce transactions.

• Higher lot sizes will also reduce the risk of stock outs by creating a bigger 
days range of coverage.

• Lot size changes can be either a fixed lot quantity, or a range of coverage.  
If a common item comes in a common container, often it is easiest to set the 
fixed lot size to the container quantity.

Safety Stock and Safety Time

• A static Safety stock causes MRP to want to maintain an inventory to at 
least that level. 

• Safety time causes MRP to move the receipt or stock date for a requirement 
forward in MRP.  It does not change the requirement date, just the date 
components are to be received.



Common Buffers

Range of Coverage (in Days)

• This is a dynamic safety stock n that the 
quantity the system wants to hold in inventory 
changes based on the forward looking 
requirements.

• You must have forward requirements for this 
to work.

• You should look at historical consumption and 
validate that it lines up with future 
requirements, or understand why it does not, 
to effectively use this.



MC.9 Inventory Analytics
To do an analysis on CX items, I used an SAP extract and added some 
calculated cells in Excel.

Below is an extract of MC.9.

• The yellow headers are SAP extracts, the grey are columns that I added 
and had some calculations done on.

• The data is based on a 12 month period.

.



How to Approach the Analytics

Start with a review of items that are frequent service offenders..

Step one is to add a column called “Short to Usage”.  Here I am going 
to divide the number of times the item went to zero by the number of 
times it was used.  While this does not capture shortages to all 
requirements, it is a place to start when trying to identify problem parts.



Analysis

In general you want to minimize shortages on CX 
parts so you can manage them less, to resource and 
manage other higher value items more.

Looking at frequently used materials that stock out 
often is a good place to start.



Frequent CX stock out items

CX items need to be looked at based on what you have 
used historically, and what you are planning to replenish.

If you historically have consumed more than plan, the 
risk of stock out is high.  Consumption can be caused by 
both planned and unplanned usage.

Planned usage is consumption associated with general 
normal backflush activity such as consumption in BOMs 
or shipments.  Planned consumption can exceed 
forecast when actual requirements come in higher than 
expected.

Unplanned consumption captures unplanned scrap, 
cycle counts, and any other consumption that is not 
expected to be typical.  



Range of Coverage based on 

Requirements and Consumption

What if planned consumption exceeds forecasted requirements?

• One common analytic is to look at what you are using 
compared to what is being forecasted.

• Usage can vary from forecast for several reasons.  Forecast 
may be wrong, there could be an inventory cycle count error, 
there could be a quality issue, or an item maybe a good 
substitute for another item, and therefore have unplanned 
usage.

• If consumption is higher than planned, we will likely stock out.

• We cannot always immediately correct the requirements 
forecast, or solve the issues causing consumption to exceed 
plan, so we may choose to a buffer.



Consumption compared to 

Forecasted Requirements
Range of coverage in 
Days based on 
Requirements 
(Forecast/orders) is 
column H.

Range of Coverage based 
on historical consumption 
is column Y.

Column J divides H into I 
and tells us that the 
forecasted value is 
projected to be in stock for 
more days than history 
expected it to be in stock.



Using the SAP Add on Tools

Looking at the column we inserted that compares consumption (history) 
to Requirements (forecast) in days, we see consumption is 303% of 
future requirements.  If the future actual turns out to look like the past, 
we have under forecasted our requirements and will stock out.



CX Stocking Level 



CX Example



CX Example

From the above review, we know we are under supply in terms 
of what we are actually using versus what the system 
requirements are.  What else do we know?

• We check the cost of the part, and know that the cost is 29 $ 
each.

• We receive it 3.2 times a month, with an average receipt 
value of 91 $.

Do we know anything else?  Is there a phase out of this part?

What should we do?

If we do not know why this is overconsumption exist, but do want 
to stop stocking out, we could decide to run a service level 
calculation and put in a safety stock.  Since it is a “C” item cost 
will be small.



CX Example



Tracking Performance

There are 544 CX items in this particular 
analysis.  23 are at 0 stock, and 34 do not have 
enough stock to cover all requirements.

Is this good or bad?  Are we getting better or 
worse?  How can we know these things?

As part of the process, we need to establish 
min and max stocking levels by part, and track 
our status to them.  

With CX Parts, being below a minimum is going 
to be typically much worse than being above 
the maximum.



Closing Comments

• You need to check your parts behaviors to manage them.

• Quick checks include looking at the number of times a part 
goes to zero and comparing the consumption history to 
forecasted requirements.

• Looking at the graphics is very helpful.  How is the part 
behaving?  Did its behavior change?

• If you can not quickly understand why you are stocking out, 
on CX items especially, placing a safety stock in the system to 
contain the issue may be necessary.

• When running safety stock calculations using a service factor, 
running a higher service factor on C items as compared to A 
items, can get you better overall results at a lower total cost.
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